Introduction

Hey my name is Sam Malsom founder of www.businessmalsom.net and if you are reading this pdf report you have partnered with me inside of MTTB / MOBE, although you have a lot of bonuses, including this Sales Funnel Diagram and implementation Plan your concentration should be on completing the 21 steps, this is for after you have completed that with your business coach!

If you haven’t contacted your coach yet, do so immediately! Take the 21 steps seriously, take plenty of notes and try to complete a step every single day! The results you get out of your business will be determined by the effort you put into your business! So work hard smartly, listen and work closely with your business coach, ask him anything you feel you need to and dedicate yourself to completing the MTTB 21 step program!

I am only a Facebook message, email or a Skype call away as well so feel free to reach out to me at any time and I will get back to you as soon as I can!

WARNING: THIS SALES FUNNEL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN IS FOR WHEN YOU’RE MORE ADVANCED! LEVERAGE THE “DONE FOR YOU” MOBE FUNNELS AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR 21 STEP TRAINING TO START WITH.
This Sales Funnel Report is to give you the best chance of succeeding after you have completed your 21 step MTTB training course. The information in this report if implemented properly will enable you to market differently compared to 90% of people who are already involved with MTTB / MOBE!

Creating a funnel that triggers the pain points of the market has enabled a member of MOBE to create over $7,000,000 in just over 2 years with this company and that’s just one aspect of this funnel plan I’m going to be sharing with you.

My business partner has made over $28,557 in under 30 days with another aspect of this funnel and I’m having $1250 + days as well! My business partner and I have a team of students all getting results too so were seeing some great duplication.

These results aren’t typical, there just to show you what’s possible if you put some effort into your business.

I have added some other funnels as you can see from the diagram below to cater for the direction the company is going towards in the future! MOBE (My Online Business EDUCATION) it was previously called (My Online Business EMPIRE).

The company has just been awarded the BEST Online Business Educational Company in the WORLD!

And provides online digital business education to online marketers, entrepreneurs and small business owners from around the globe! The earning potential is huge because we operate in 4 of the BILLION dollar per year niches

- Affiliate Marketing Niche
- Network Marketing Niche
- Make Money Online Niche
- Home Business Niche

This funnel plan has been created for you to give you a better understanding when your more advanced so you can filter people into the INTERNET FUNNEL SYSTEM / MTTB / MOBE!

Again if you are reading this and you have not gone through your MTTB 21 training course then it probably won’t make any sense to you! So ignore it and focus on the 21 steps.

If you have completed your 21 step training that’s great, read the whole report and send some traffic to one of the “DONE FOR YOU” funnels that have been created by the company! Once you have sent some traffic and got some results then it’s time to start creating these funnels by following this execution plan.

This report is to give you a good idea how to market while leveraging MTTB and MOBE, it’s not going to guarantee you that you will make money, this is just the way I’m running my MTTB / MOBE business and I’m seeing results!
You will need 2 software's that are very important for internet marketers for this implementation plan to work so you can build relationships with people to see improved conversions.

These are
• **AWEBER** which is an email auto responder that stores peoples email addresses and enables you to send an email to thousands of people with one click of a button.

• **LEADPAGES** which is a software that enables you to create live web pages within a matter of minutes to brand yourself instead of branding just the company.

**Click Here To Sign Up For Leadpages**

**Click Here To Sign Up For Aweber Email Autoresponder**

**WARNING**: Below you will see My Sales Funnel Overview Diagram.

Complete 1 Funnel at a time, when you are driving traffic and you have that specific funnel converting into sales and profit start implementing another funnel! Do not try and set up all the funnels at once!

You can start with any funnel you like but my advice is to start with either the INETERNET FUNNEL / MTTB business school value funnel (Squeeze Page 3) or the MOBE Live Events funnel (Squeeze Page 2)
Funnel 1 – Squeeze Page 1 – MOBE Inner Circle Funnel / The MLSP Funnel

With funnel 1 we are targeting the continuity program that MOBE offers called the Inner Circle Membership. Continuity or residual income is vital for an online business to be successful, it basically means people get billed every month for a service, in this case it’s the MOBE Inner Circle membership site.

If you don’t have continuity incorporated into your business, then cash flow can be a bit up and down so it’s important we target people and feed them into The Mobe Inner Circle Membership program to enable you to get some monthly income guaranteed.

Once they are inside of the MOBE Inner circle they also see the bigger picture of My Online Business Education as a company and if they are not already members of MTTB or MLR etc. they are then funnelled into these products and services as well with the commissions coming back to you!

With this funnel we target people who are already experienced in online marketing in some way, the membership site has top secret information / methods and is taught by million dollar marketers who share their most up to date cutting edge marketing training and strategies so it’s hugely beneficial!

If you’re not part of the Inner Circle monthly continuity program I highly advise you add continuity into your business in some way, shape or form.

Another great alternative to add continuity is a program called MLSP and I also use it in my business

Here’s why....

When you start your marketing 90% of people won’t join your business opportunity because a lot of people already have a business opportunity already. And most of them are struggling to get leads and sales. MLSP enables you to offer them a service to help them build their primary company by educating them on how to market online and also enables you to make money from the 90% of people who say no!

>>>> Click here to sign up for MSLP <<<<

Funnel 1 - Step by Step Implementation Plan

1 - Create a lead magnet (free pdf report in relation to the content inside the inner circle membership site OR MLSP membership site)
2- Create unique squeeze page with Lead pages that entices people you are targeting to opt in ( e.g. give you email address) in return for the free report you created, so they are logged into you AWEBER auto responder and if they don’t purchase straight away then you can follow up with them via email.
3- Link your squeeze page before sending them to your MOBE Inner Circle or MLSP sales page
4- Create email follow up sequence to build relationship and sell the inner circle membership site subscription / MLSP subscription
5- Start driving traffic to an add that goes to the squeeze page you created.

Funnel 1 - Diagram

Funnel 2 - Squeeze Page 2 – Live Events

In Funnel 2 we are targeting the IM Freedom Workshop which is a FREE live Workshop held by MOBE for online marketers or complete newbies to attend. MOBE offers this free live workshop in many different countries / cities around the world!

This funnel is one of the highest converting funnels purely because when people attend the free workshop, they get upsold to the Home Business Summit and MOBE does a fantastic job of then selling them MLR, Titanium and Platinum which are MOBE's higher ticket products!

People come to these events and see the bigger picture of MOBE, the value of the company, and the potential it offers so a large percentage of people get fully positioned with the commissions coming back to you providing you are positioned also!

All you need to do is find the people who are willing to attend a free live workshop which is shown via targeting your traffic in the (Traffic Masters Academy Training in your MOBE back office) and then the rest is taken care of by MOBE!

My business partner has created $28,557 in under 30 days just from this specific funnel so if implemented correctly then you have huge potential to make a lot of money by targeting the live events as well.

Funnel 2 - Step By Step Implementation Plan
1- Create an ad in relation to the IM Freedom Workshop to attract people to click the ad (You will need to target actual cities where the event is taking place, Facebook is very good because you can target demographics and people in certain locations)

2- Create a unique squeeze page with Lead pages that entices people opt in and then send them to the IMF registration page so they can register for the free event. If you want to make it simpler you can just send them to the IMF registration page without sending them to your leadpages opt in page but they won’t be added to your AWeber email list if that’s the case.

3- Link the squeeze page with AWeber so people opt into your email list so you can follow up with email and promote the IMF Freedom workshop OR if you’re not sending them to your own squeeze page ignore this.

4- Drive targeted traffic using Facebook ads

5- Follow up with email and get them to attend the event, a percentage of people who attend will get positioned in MOBE and the commissions will be cooked back to you. If your just sending your traffic to the IMF registration page and not your own unique squeeze page MOBE will automatically send the follow up emails on your behalf so again you don’t need to worry about this.

Funnel 2 - Diagrams

MOBE Live Events Overview
In funnel 3 we are targeting people who are looking to start an online business and funnelling them into the INTERNET FUNNEL SYSTEM / MTTB by providing value, help and support. If you have partnered with me inside of MTTB then you will have probably come through this exact funnel. What I try to do is offer a product of mine for FREE (My Online Business School Fast Track Video Training Course) which offers value and then gives people some education on how online marketing works then once they have completed the lessons they are ready to partner inside of IFS / MTTB with me!

I’ve found that when I give value first and then sell second it works better so aim to create something that is going to educate people and then offer them the option to partner with you inside of IFS / MTTB.

This will take a bit more time and effort on your part but it’s worth it because it shows people you care and your helping people at the same time instead of shoving a link in someone’s face without giving them some value first which is how a lot of marketers market unfortunately.

Funnel 3 - Step By Step Implementation Plan
1- Create a lead magnet product e.g. eBook to attract the prospect to opt in to your email list.

2 - Create another product of some sort (e.g. video series) that provides value and educates people in relation to internet market which you can also offer for free to build more value and to enable you to come across as a credible source, have a call to action to partner with you inside of IFS / MTTB. (Subscribers have access to this product after they have opted into your email list)

3- Create 10-20 day email follow up sequence that portrays you as an attractive character and load emails into Aweber

4- Create unique front end sales funnel with lead pages which includes opt in page and link aweber and front end tripwire MOBE page!

5- Create advertisement campaign and drive traffic to ad and then send them to your unique squeeze page where you give away your free magnet in return for an email address.
**P.s** If you want to increase conversions dramatically get people to add you to Facebook on the thankyou page / bridge page which is the page AFTER the lead opt’s in to your squeeze page! If you don’t understand look and study the diagram above.

A lot of my sales come from Facebook chat and when people add you it’s easy to get the sale as you then become the HUNTED instead of the HUNTER. This business is all about positioning and authority and to do that you must use something called attraction marketing where you adding value and then people will reach out to you which is a very powerful position to be in to make a sale or a sign up.

Leveraging Facebook chat is literally like being able to text someone nowadays because everyone has Facebook connected to their phones.

So build relationships and either funnel them into The internet funnel system/ MTTB or MLSP / The inner circle continuity programs and your conversions will sky rocket.
Funnel 4 – Squeeze Page 4, 5 and 6 – 3 pain Points for Target Market

- Squeeze Page 4 – Symptom 1 - Traffic
- Squeeze Page 5 – Symptom 2 - Sales / Conversions And Cash-flow
- Squeeze Page 6 – Symptom 3 - Biz Opportunity Seekers Struggles

Funnel 4 is a more advanced funnel and takes a bit more work to set up so I wouldn’t start with this if I were you.

This funnel is split into 3 different unique squeeze pages which are created in leadpages (You can have up to 5 or more) targeting the pain points of the market, here is where you will need to do some research and find out the struggles of your core customer avatar and then make specific PDF reports that solves the problems they are having.

I’ve done some of the research for you because I want to see you succeed with this.

So here are some of the pain points of our target market.

- Traffic and lead generation
- Cash Flow / Sales / Conversions
- Overwhelm / No guidance / Information overload
- Selling on the phone

Most of these people are struggling in their current businesses or they’re people in the 9 – 5 rat race trying or looking to make money online with no guidance (Business opportunity seekers). They all want more time, location and financial freedom.

Ask yourself when you came through one of my funnels what you were struggling with and what were you thinking and wanting more of because you were once your own target market.

Peoples pain point triggers. People want to....

- Take care and make a better life for family
- Pay off mortgage
- Pay off any debts
- Pay off or buy new car
- Take holidays to luxurious locations
- Have better relationships
- Fire their boss
- They don’t’ like the long commute to work
- Or the cold early mornings
- And most important of all, they want more FREEDOM.

These are pain point’s triggers you can target because there directly linked to an emotion and people only make a buying decision based on their emotions and then logically back it up with thought.
By creating a pdf report that provides solutions to people’s struggles while at the same time targeting their pain points people will instantly see you as a credible source and a leader because you are helping them solve their problems for free. In their eyes your helping them get to their desired results more efficiently, effectively and faster.

You can then build relationships with people and funnel them into IFS / MTTB. Aim to be the best problem solver and the money is a bi product of doing that.

Try to find 5 secrets that will help solve each problem and incorporate them into your reports. The report is your lead agent (Content you give away for FREE) which is then traded for an email address on each specific squeeze page. When the information is traded it gets logged into you AWEBER auto responder account.

By targeting the pain points like this our highest earning partner in MOBE was able to make over $7,000,000 with IFS / MTTB in just over 2 years So you can see the power of this funnel!

These results aren’t typical but it’s just to let you know what is possible if you put the effort in!

**Funnel 4 - Step By Step Implementation Plan**

**WARNING!** Focus on one pain point at a time and when you’ve created everything that is needed in each individual squeeze page and the funnel is converting then focus on building the next pain point funnel!

1- Research market pain points and struggles and find the solutions (5 secrets per pain point)

2- Create 3 unique squeeze pages with lead pages in relation to each specific pain point

3- Create email follow up sequence for each specific pain point (focus at one pain point at a time) and load into Aweber

4- Draw up you research findings in Microsoft word and then convert into PDF file to offer as a free lead magnet to entice people to click on your ad and opt into your email list.

5- Follow up with email, educate, help and support and be contactable and funnel them into the MTTB 21 Steps

**Funnel 4 Squeeze Page 4, 5 and 6 Diagram**
Sales Funnel Implementation Plan Overview

You’ve now got a step by step EXECUTION plan for your Internet Funnel System / MTTB / MOBE business. You will need to learn some new skills and purchase Lead pages and Aweber for this implementation plan to work but you have an understanding and a guide of how I’m running my MOBE business to get some really good results.

You have to take action with the information I’ve provided to you to see results and I really do want you to succeed with this!
My advice to you is to focus on 1 funnel at a time, get that funnel converting and producing profit and then start taking action on a different funnel until you have all the funnels set up and traffic flowing which is all taught in the Traffic Masters Academy in your MOBE back office!

I wish you all the best with your MOBE business and feel free to reach out to me at any time if you have any questions and I will get back to you as fast as possible.

To Your Success

Sam Malsom

Internet Marketing Consultant / Business Coach

Founder of: www.businessmalsom.net

Creator of ....

1) The Lead Generation Bible
2) The Magic List Building Blueprint.
3) My Dot Com Business Blueprint.
4) My Online Business School.
5) The Millionaires Profit Centre
Contact Details

Facebook - Sam Malsom

Skype – sammalsom

Email – sam@businessmalsom.net